Discuss the ethics of treating patients with smoking- and alcohol-related disease

Introduction

The purpose of the NHS is to meet the needs of everyone, free at the point of delivery based on clinical needs and not the ability to pay (1). Substance use is a massive problem globally, affecting both developing and developed nations alike. Globally, smoking and alcohol causes more than 7 and 3 million premature deaths annually (2-3). A 2017 UK statistic estimated 29 million adults used alcohol and 7 million smoked tobacco (4-5). Yet, the consumption of these substances has been part of our culture and society for centuries (6-7). Their usage varies across socioeconomic status, nationality, minorities, cultural norm and surroundings (8-10). With their heavy integration into our culture, we would not expect their disappearance any time soon.

With the ever-growing pressures placed on our healthcare systems, we must address the effects of tobacco and alcohol, both as individuals and as a society. Given the consequences, it is pertinent to also explore the ethics behind these arguably self-inflicted conditions. This can be approached by utilising the four pillars of medicine as well as philosophies of consequentialism and contractarianism. Our goal is not to just examine the practicality of possible solutions but to do so under strict moral considerations.

Financial and Health Repercussions

The consequence of these substances can be classified into individual and societal level. Individual, being the pathological effects of tobacco and alcohol use that affect physical, mental and financial wellbeing. Societal level includes the financial and health repercussions imposed on society and its healthcare system as a whole, whereby burden is placed on the general public.

These choices, especially alcohol, causes diseases and disabilities accounting for a substantial amount of disability adjusted life years (DALY), with each DALY equivalent to losing a year of healthy life. Alcohol and tobacco is estimated to be responsible for 5.1% and 4.1% of global DALY through various disabilities such as alcohol dependence and abuse, CVDs, diabetes, COPD and various cancers (11-19). While effects of each substance is evident, this only affects the users.

These lifestyle choices place an immense burden on the NHS, most of which is due to prescriptions and treatments. In 2015, 1.1 million hospital admissions and nearly 7000 deaths were attributable to alcohol (20). Prescription charges for alcohol dependence reached £4.8 million in 2016 and the costs of alcohol-related diseases amounted to £3.3 billion in 2006 with the bulk made up of diseases such as epilepsy, liver cirrhosis, cancers and depression (20-21). Smoking presents an even heavier burden, causing 474,000 hospital admissions and 79,000 attributable deaths in 2016 (22). Spending on alcohol is overshadowed by the massive £33.3 million in prescription charges for tobacco (22). In UK, total expenditures on tobacco and alcohol costs up to £70 billion (23-25). This immense
figure dwarfs the total taxes of £20 billion the government receives from these products (26-27).

With our limited resources, appropriate care can not be delivered without carefully managed expenditure. Boundaries must be set diligently to avoid a dystopian future when only the rich can afford healthcare. Having outlined the issue of resource, we must now explore the rights to healthcare and how resolutions may come about.

Ethics

There are many aspects to consider when evaluating ethics behind treatment of arguably self-inflicted conditions such as those related to alcohol and tobacco use. Beneficence and nonmaleficence compel doctors to provide patients with the best care while inflicting minimal harm (28). By both duty and law, we are obligated to treat and care for those suffering from such diseases. This is all based on the moral philosophy of contractualism, where societies are based on social contracts that we, as a group, agree on to best benefit the most people (29). People naturally act in their own interests but this is grossly outweighed by the benefits in synergising with other members of society. Contractualism morality is based on maintaining and following these contracts by contributing your part so that everyone can prosper (29). Living in a society inherently enters us into social contracts and acting within the rule of law protects everyone from the otherwise lawless community. Comparably, Bevan created NHS to benefit the commonwealth while being funded by taxation of the financially abled (1,30). However, alcohol and tobacco use creates an increasingly disproportionate burden that depletes healthcare systems and inadvertently takes resources away from those who may arguably need it more creating an inequality exemplified by another pillar: justice. Can it be justified to allocate more resources to self-inflicted diseases than to spend it on those with no control over theirs? Our continued tolerance of these self-inflicted diseases has far fetching consequences, more than the individual’s health alone: an individual’s autonomy over their lifestyle choices now arguably violates another who did not partake in these decisions.

Autonomy describes our right to make informed decisions on our lives, including healthcare (28). As modern medicine moves away from paternalism, increasing patient involvement is now being promoted. Placing restrictions upon treatment of tobacco and alcohol related diseases will affect patient autonomy. Yet, if we continue to treat conditions caused by these objectively maleficent life-choices, we may be placing additional disadvantages on those who suffer from non-self-inflicted diseases. This effectively reduces actual and potential resources that can be allocated to those who are not responsible for their illnesses. From this point of view, injustice is created when the load is not distributed evenly on our society but, rather, on those who truly need healthcare.

Solutions
An obvious solution is to not treat self-inflicted diseases, however, the lack of consensus on definition presents a slippery slope. While we recognise those who smoke and drink likely caused their diseases, boundaries are blurred when applied elsewhere. Without a consensus, the implications are endless; would obesity, sedentary lifestyles, high-risk occupations count? Lung cancers are more common among construction workers who are often exposed to carcinogenic asbestos, while athletes such as rock climbers are prone to similar injuries as those received while intoxicated (31-32). The possible health complications accompanying our actions on a daily basis may be perceived by some as self-inflicted but are still nonetheless treated. Without a well-defined set of principles, refusing to treat alcohol or tobacco related conditions is not just impractical, but unjust.

Utilitarian morality considers society's overall wellbeing, such that an action that gives the greatest wellbeing to greatest numbers is moral (33). Under utilitarianism, a NHS that treats or prioritises substance-related conditions is considered ethical as collectively they constitute almost half the population. Subsequently, while we may be diminishing the needs of the few, the greater good may be achieved by tailoring resources to treat the majority. Similarly, consequentialism assigns morality to an action through its positive effects and is quite synonymous with beneficence and nonmaleficence (34). While utilitarianism considers the collective good, consequentialism would consider this approach immoral by considering the disadvantage and harm brought onto the rest of society. Either way, preventative medicine should always be the first step; we can begin achieving positive outcomes by tackling those already suffering from substance-related conditions. However, this alone is not enough as preventative measures must also be employed to stop this burden worsening. An impasse is now reached where we need to explore a solution that maintains morality without trespassing the ethical pillars.

It is unrealistic to aim for complete cessation of substance use and all other plausible solutions violate ethical rules. Thus, the only solution to address this dilemma is to allow everyone to partake in important decisions such as this. A healthcare system funded by everyone, for everyone, should receive just as much input from these people. Thus, in the coming decades, we should endeavour to reach a consensus on self-inflicted diseases and whether the self-inflicted component of such diseases should be taken into consideration during treatment. This will allow us to assign priorities of these diseases amongst other diseases accordingly, reducing the proportion of resources spent on this single problem.

While an ethical, permanent solution is needed, we must not forget this problem already exists and equal efforts must be placed into preventative measures, both to prevent worsening and reduce incidence. Alcohol and tobacco consumption can be reduced through increased taxation alongside an increase in rehabilitation programs. With more resources and less burden, NHS can hopefully provide better service to those with non-self-inflicted diseases.

**Conclusion**

Ultimately, the purpose of NHS is to uphold their fundamental principles of ‘meeting the needs of everyone, free at the point of delivery based on clinical needs and not the ability to
pay’ (1). Despite poor lifestyle choices, NHS sets out to treat everyone equally. While these choices will remain prevalent, much can be done to minimise the disproportionate burden created. The more we minimise the impact these substances have upon individuals and the society, through both taxation or law, the more resource can be re-distributed. Reducing the social and economic impact of these substances would go a long way in improving our collective health.
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